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ABSTRACT

The group structure of the object with ncn-integer dimension

is investigated. It is shown that some extended group based on

the point group of the substructure of the fractal is required.

The extended group for the Sirjrpinski gasket ,i.e. the fractal

with dimension D = 1.58 is based on the permutation group s .

This group of the Sierpinski gasket 13 a hierarchical and

perroutational one. It is shown that such a |-.ierarchio.l structure

•of the group is caused by the self-similarity of the investigated

fractal.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1919, Hausdorf r Introduced a new measure and a new kind of a

dimension in order to investigate the highly irregular-in-shape systems with

the Lebesque measure equal to 0 fl]. These irregular systems with non-

integral Hausdorff dimension (sor-called fractals) can simulate various

physical phenomena very well. For example the Sierpinski gasket ([2ji.e. the

fractal with a dimension equal to D ~ 1.58 is often used as a model of a

percolation infinite cluster backbone because of its self-similarity and, a

roughly correct dimension [3l. On the other handjfractals exist in nature.

The coast-line, the moon surface, the porous materials and the Brownian

motion are examples of fractals [4]. All fractals can be divided into

so-called self-similar fractals or non-self-similar fractals. The knowledge

of the group structure of the self-similar fractal can be useful in the

investigation of various physical phenomena.

In this paper we consider the group structure of the Sierpinski gasket,

as the self-similar fractal is very useful for the examination of the

dynamics at percolation threshold.

2. PROPERTIES OF FRACTALS

If one intends to consider the group structure of self-similar

fractals it is necessary to take into account the following properties:

a) every self-similar structure A is composed of an infinite number of

self-similar substructures A, (i = 0,1,2,,..) such that
1
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b) every self-similar structure A is not translationally invariant;

c) every self-similar structure A is dilatation invariant i.e.

'(1)



= r A
(2)

where r is a scale factor characteristic for a given self-similar fractal.

These structures are willingly called non~rnetifiuble curves ['jj .

embedded in n-dimensional Euclidean space. Their dimension D which is

greater [6] than n can be easily obtained from the formula [4,7]

UUr)

rfhere h(r) is a number of elements of A which can cover the set on a

fixed stage "i" of an iteration (i = 0,1,2,...). Tt m&v seen that the

name "curve" for such self-similar structures A is not legitimated as

hey are bounded in the Euclidean space. For this reason one could think

that the group suitable for the arbitrary fractals should be some point

ijroup. However, such a reasoning is incorrect: the

the
property (a) implicates~T~fact that the structures A consist of an

iiifinite number of points and the name "curves" is absolutely

legitimated. The length of such structures A runs to' infinity

notwithstanding; that the area on which a fractal A is embedded is constant.
the

This seemingly paradoxical feature excludes ~r~possibility of a point group

structure for the whole fractal. Although it is certain that it is

necessary to consider a point group ' for a single substructure A.CA.

The self-similarity implies that every A.CA (i = 0,1,2,...) must have

the same point group, i.e.

G(A )= fcr ( A ) • with A A. c A
i > l ' i >

for every i, j such that i ( i, j = 0,1,2,...) (4)

However, with regards to the infinite number of points in A one must

consider some extended group based on the point group T of the sub-

structures A.CA.
l

Although, analogously as in the case of the usual translationally
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invariant nets, the symmetry of the points of the fractals depends on the

arrangement of -he points. One can show many examples of fractals with the

same point group but with a different arrangement of substructures of a

fractal (Figs.l) . However, because of the properties (b) and (c) the

usual space group cannot describe the symmetry of a fractal.

3. GROUP STRUCTURE OF THE SIERPfNSKI GASKET

Let us consider the group of the SierpinskL gasket, the self-

similar fractal with a dimension D = 1.58 (Fig. la). The set A is

composed of the substructure A. presented in Fig. (lc). Let us fix the

point group ' of A,. One can easily note that every object A. is

invariant under the permutation group S . This group consists of the

following six elements

V
A (5)

The multiplication table for the S group is

• \ V \ s

V (60
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We now take into account two substructures of the Gierpinski gasket, namely

A, , A , such that A » A . For both A. and A. the point
1 i+1 i l+l l l+l

group V is the permutation group S . The extended group necessary in

this case must include both the permutation groups 1 (A.), '"(A, )-

Let us label the triangles as in Fig. 2. The arrangement of these 12

triangles can be written as follows

(7)

(8c)

(8d)

where a. =1,2,3 and a. ^ a. for i ^ j, with i, j = 1,2,3,

b --V-, 9

with k, Jt = 1, ..., 9.

Consider the different arrangements of triangles (Figs.3). They can

be written respectively as

(8a)

(8e)

It is immediately seen, that the elements like (7) create the groups with

the following law of multiplicity

where

3-V

v ^ ; r « 7i--'^

(9a)

(9b)

(8b)
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and one can write

The inverse operator g can be written a-S

such that

•5 lv. (13)

where

V
~1

z e , , \ oii =^z '

4... -• 9

The identity operator is as follows (Fig.2)

E -

with
G,=

(10)

(ID

(12)

Generalizing» the Sierpinski gasket, group is an infinite group

with the following elements

(15)

where a^ * 1,2,... n = 3P ; i, j = 1,2 n = 3P (p = 1,2,

The multiplicity law is

(16)

-T-
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where the elements

(17a)

1 * " q

(17b)

and

I A ^
- U* - a.' a. ) (17c)

with n = 3 , p = 1,2,.,,.

The identity element for such an extended group is then

(18)

where

So, the inverse operator for such an extended group can be written as

(19)

with t" o t = e for i = 1 3P ( p = 1,2, . . . ) .
l i i

We have shown that the group for the Sierpinski gasket is the :;anif> as the
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hierarchical permutation group based on the s permutation group. This
the 3

hierarchical structure is caused by/self-similar structure of this fractal.
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Fig. 2

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figs. 1 a) b) Different arrangements of point in fractals

c) The base element.

Labelling of triangles in the Sierpinski gasket.

Figb.3 a)-e) Different arrangements of the triangles in the sierpinski

gasket.
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 3
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